INTRODUCTION

Evolis is conducting for many years now a general policy to improve the quality and features of his printer range, this document describes modifications and improvements from original Evolis Premium Suite to the latest available from Evolis website version 6.32.3.1481 released on September 29th, 2020.

SUMMARY

VERSION HISTORY

Related printers’ models:

- Evolis Zenius
- Evolis Primacy
- Evolis Elypso
- Primacy-Lamination
- Evolis KC200
- Evolis KC200B
- Evolis KM500B
- Evolis KM2000B
- Card Lamination Module
VERSION HISTORY

29/09/2020

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.32.3.1481**
- Major improvement of the network wizard
- Windows 10 driver’s certification (release 2004)

10/01/2020

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.32.2.1318**
- New feature: new settings to manage Front/Back text areas.
- New feature: new option to enable / disable Kineclipse feature.

13/06/2018

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.31.1.1252**
- Bug Fix in Evolis Print Center service and Evolis Services Provider service.

27/03/2018

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.31.0.1239**
- Improvement of printing log management.
- New feature: support of the screen resolution 640*480.
- Improvement of Evocom tool.
- Improvement of Evolis Print Center Service.
- Bug Fix in Lamination Wizard.
- Bug Fix in setup installation.
- Bug Fix in Evolis Printer Properties.
- Bug Fix in Evolis Services Provider.

07/11/2017

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.29.1.1192**
- Bug fix in Lamination-only wizard.
- Driver Improvement.

27/09/2017

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.29.0.1183**
- Add support for Lamination Module in Standalone mode
- Bug Fix in driver.

21/08/2017

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.28.1.1159**
- Bug Fix in network printer installation wizard.
30/06/2017

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.28.0.1130**
- New feature: merge all printers drivers in unique *.INF printer file
- Bug Fix in Evolis Printer Properties.
- Bug Fix in Evolis Print Center Service.
- Improvement of administration rights required for cleaning wizard.

17/05/2017

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.27.0.1074**
- Bug Fix in Evolis Printer Properties.
- Bug Fix in Premium SDK.
- Improvement of driver.

18/01/2017

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.26.0.1006**
- New Feature: adding alternate patch setting for Primacy Lamination Module.
- New Feature: Microsoft® point and print with packages supported.
- Bug Fixes in Evolis Printer Properties.

01/07/2016

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.25.0.942**
- Bug Fix in the Setup.
- Translation improvement.
- Improvement in Evolis Services Provider (Add request log for the Premium SDK).
- Add support for Lamination Module.
- Bug Fix in Premium SDK (improvement of Ethernet communication).
- New feature: backup of the last settings by type of ribbon.
- Bug Fix in the short ribbon settings.
- New feature: monochrome printing speed option in the UniDriver Settings.
- Bug Fixes in the Printer Manager.

13/01/2016

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.22.0.838**
- Add support for LCD.
- New feature: card pre-loading management for Primacy and monochrome ribbons.
- Improvement of printer status management.

19/11/2015

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.21.0.800**
- Add support for new models: Evolis KM500B & Evolis KM2000B.
- Improvement of Evolis Premium Suite’s locking notifications.
14/10/2015

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.20.0.758**

- Improvement of the installation process.
- Add support for new models: Evolis KC200 & Evolis KC200B.
- New feature: possibility to set the speed parameter for monochrome ribbons.
- Improvement of the ribbon's information refresh.
- Ergonomic improvement (User Interface).

25/09/2015

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.18.4.750**

- Bug Fix in Evolis Print Center (parameters management).

27/08/2015

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.18.3.733**

- Ergonomic improvement (User Interface).
- Bug Fix in driver (Invalid access to Windows® user interface for some languages).
- Bug Fix in Evolis Services Provider (response's abnormal timeout in pipe mode).

10/07/2015

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.18.0.688**

- New feature: support for extended printing resolution for Primacy and Elypso (600 and 1200 dpi).
- New feature: Evolis Services Provider (Related to the New Evolis Premium SDK).
- New feature: Notification for low card level detection for Primacy (manufactured starting from July 2015).
- Bug Fix in “EvoPrnTool” tool.
- Bug Fix in driver (Black panel adjustment).

10/04/2015

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.17.1.628**

- Bug Fix in driver (spooler abnormal termination).
- Bug Fix in driver (printed card fully in black).

30/03/2015

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.17.0.616**

- Setup process improvement (folder attributes changed).
- Ethernet communication layer improvement.
- Bug Fix in Print Center Service (abnormal termination).
- Bug Fix in “Evocom” tool.
- Bug Fix in Print Center Properties (Magnetic option).

08/12/2014

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.16.1.567**

- Bug Fix in Print Center Properties.
- Add distrib folder with latest library files.
- Bug Fix in magnetic encoding printing process.
20/08/2014

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.15.1.546**

- Printing improvement with half panel ribbon when only printing a picture on the right side of the design.
- Quicker printer detection (status shown in the print center) when a print job is sent and the printer just turned on (in supervised mode).

07/07/2014

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.15.0.527**

- New languages introduction: Arabian, Farsi, Polish, Turkish.
- Improvement of log system if a reboot is required (create a new log).
- Added tooltips on right panel of Print Center when text is too wide for better readability.
- New feature: possibility to set brightness and contrast for each color separately (Yellow, Magenta, Cyan).
- New feature in supervised mode, possibility to save and load chosen settings (export same configuration on several computer).
- Improvement of Technical test card command (Stt).

31/03/2014

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.13.6.456**

- Translation improvement for error message (Flip-activation message)
- Varnish setting optimization (persistence between reboot)
- Add Advanced smoothing for Elypso (default setting instead of standard)
- Ergonomic improvement (User Interface)
- Improvement of user’s rights management

12/09/2013

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.13.6.361**

- Portuguese translation in improved
- Short panel management improvement
- Improvement of spooler management for Windows® Operating System

06/14/2013

**Setup_Evolis_Premium_Suite - 6.13.6.309**

- Improvement of following Evolis Premium Suite Wizards :
  - Wizard Tests PCSC
  - Wizard Cleaning
  - Wizard Advanced Cleaning
  - Wizard Activation Flip
- Improvement of PS/SC Wizard stability